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1.1 Welcome

Welcome to your brand identity 
guidelines, a set of visual and 
verbal principles to help you 
express the University brand 
consistently and confidently. 
 
Presenting	the	University	in	a	unified	way,	whether	
verbally	or	visually,	will	make	our	brand	stronger	and	
last for longer. We will be seen as more authentic and 
trustworthy,	supporting	our	reputation	as	a	world	
leading university.

In	this	document	you’ll	find	a	set	of	visual	design	
elements illustrating our ‘Modern-day Tapestry’ 
approach,	guidance	on	typography,	colours,	
photography	and	icon	usage,	along	with	how	our	
logo works within this system. Also included are some 
guiding principles and templates to help and inspire 
you to produce materials that best support our brand 
through any form of communication.

All external facing documents should be signed off by 
the Marketing and Communications Department. And 
if,	during	the	course	of	creating	any	piece	of	branded	
materials	you	have	any	questions,	please	contact	the	
Durham University Marketing and Communications 
Department (see contacts page).

Durham University 
April 2019
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1.2 Our brand promise

We believe that inspiring 
our people to do 
outstanding things at 
Durham enables Durham 
people to do outstanding 
things in the world.

Durham University 
April 2019
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1.3 Our core values

Inspiring
By	stimulating	an	instinct	to	challenge,	encouraging 
innovative	thinking,	and	taking	our	responsibilities	seriously, 
we foster a culture that inspires the extraordinary.

Challenging
Always	curious,	we	challenge	ourselves	and	each	other 
to answer the big questions and create a positive impact 
in the world.

Innovative
From creative teaching practices and cutting edge research to 
new	ways	of	working,	innovation	is	at	the	heart	of	what	we	do.	

Responsible
We	take	our	duties	as	a	centre	of	learning,	neighbour	 
and	employer	seriously,	embracing	all	of	our	different 
communities and celebrating the differences that 
make us stronger together.

Enabling
We	create	the	opportunities,	support	and	freedom 
for everyone at Durham to become the best they 
can	be	now,	and	for	the	future.

Durham University 
April 2019
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1.4 Our brand narrative

A globally outstanding centre of  
teaching and research excellence, a 
collegiate community of extraordinary 
people, a unique and historic setting – 
Durham is a university like no other.

We believe that inspiring our people to do outstanding  
things at Durham enables Durham people to do  
outstanding things in the world.

So,	we	conduct	boundary	breaking	research	which	 
improves lives across the world. We challenge our  
students and value a wider student experience that  
fosters participation and leadership at Durham and  
beyond. Our supportive approach enables our people  
to achieve extraordinary things. And our loyal and  
devoted	worldwide	community,	wherever	they	go,	 
whatever	they	do,	are	always	Durham	inspired.

We	find	it	easy	to	be	proud	of	the	extraordinary	 
people	we	have	at	Durham.	We	offer	the	inspiration,	 
they achieve the outstanding.

We invite you to join them.

Durham University  
Inspiring the extraordinary

Durham University 
April 2019
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1.5 Our visual identity

We show Durham as a globally outstanding, 
inclusive and forward-looking University, enabling 
our people to achieve the extraordinary, by 
taking inspiration from the University’s emblem. 
Creating an intriguing graphic language, that 
constantly innovates to tell Durham’s unique 
story to the world. Inspiring imagery and brighter 
colour palette creates a modern, distinctive and 
innovative visual identity system.

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.1 Tone of Voice

Our Tone of Voice is as important to 
our identity as our visual look and feel. 
Each	reinforces	the	other,	creating	brand	
consistency. Expressing our brand with one 
voice	makes	us	believable,	avoids	confusion	
and helps our audiences easily understand 
who we are and what we stand for.

When	we	communicate	with	people,	our	
writing	should	be	inspiring,	considerate,	
open	and	confident.	Along	with	our	values,	
we should always aim to consistently 
demonstrate these attributes.

Inspiring
Considerate
Open
Confident

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.1 Tone of Voice

Inspiring
Positive; motivating; encouraging challenge; curiosity.

Inspiring	the	extraordinary	means	consistently	reflecting	 
this through all our communications.

Speak	directly	to	your	audience.	Ask	them	questions,	 
get them thinking to encourage active engagement  
with what you are saying. The role of an inspiring piece  
of writing is to encourage an ongoing thought process  
beyond	the	original	piece	of	communication,	and	to	 
motivate the reader into action.

Considerate
Respectful; understanding; tactful; enabling; inclusive.

We talk to a diverse range of people from a variety of 
different	economic,	cultural	and	professional	backgrounds.	
We should communicate with sensitivity and respect at 
all times and to all audiences. We want to make sure that 
everyone feels supported and enabled to become the  
best	they	can	be	by	studying	or	working	at	Durham,	 
or by partnering with us.

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.1 Tone of Voice

Open
Clear, accessible language; approachable; collaborative; 
authentic; human.

We are known for our welcoming nature and this should 
be	reflected	in	our	writing.	

English	is	not	always	the	first	language	of	the	people	 
we	talk	to,	so	whatever	we	say	or	write	must	be	clear	 
and accessible to anyone within our global community.  
We always use plain English and write in a personable 
manner as if we are face-to-face with one person.  
We don’t use jargon or complicated terminology  
to get our point across unless we know for sure our  
entire audience fully understands it. Neither do we  
use words that have a different meaning in common  
use	than	they	do	in	a	specific	field.

Confident
Proud; authoritative; independent; leading; trustworthy.

Our	writing	should	reflect	our	pride	in	the	quality	of	our	
contribution	to	the	world.	So,	we	write	with	confidence,	
using	the	active	voice,	keeping	our	writing	concise	and	
focused. We state facts and challenge our reader to 
challenge	us.	We	avoid	flippancy,	clichés	and	metaphors	
that distract from the point we want to make. But we are 
not pompous or arrogant – we use everyday words that 
everyone understands. 

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.2 Audience specific narratives

We have different reasons for communicating with 
individual	audiences,	and	they	have	different	needs	and	
priorities	when	dealing	with	us.	So,	as	well	as	our	core	 
brand	narrative,	we	also	have	audience	specific	variations	 
to	use	in	communications	materials	aimed	directly,	and	only,	
at	those	audiences.	The	first,	second	and	fourth	paragraph	
of	each	variation	replicate	the	core	brand	narrative,	while	
the	third,	and	largest,	paragraph	is	adapted	to	speak	
directly	to	a	range	of	audiences;	our	undergraduates,	
postgraduates,	staff,	alumni,	business	partners	and	 
industry,	and	academics.	Any	other	audiences	should	 
be communicated to using the core brand narrative.

You can use these narratives in two ways. You should use 
the whole audience narrative as an introduction to Durham 
on	first-contact,	on	larger	documents,	and	more	weighty	
communications such as prospectuses and broad course 
or	department	brochures.	Alternatively,	on	smaller,	more	
lightweight communications where your audience is more 
familiar	with	Durham,	you	can	use	just	the	third	paragraph.

You aren’t limited to using only this text when talking  
to different audiences – you can build on further  
information	as	you	need	to,	but	it	should	always	be	 
used as a starting point.

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.2 Audience specific narratives

Undergraduate
A globally outstanding centre of teaching and research 
excellence,	a	collegiate	community	of	extraordinary	
people,	a	unique	and	historic	setting	–	Durham	is	a	
university like no other.

We believe that inspiring our people to do outstanding 
things at Durham enables Durham people to do 
outstanding things in the world.

Becoming	a	Durham	undergraduate	is	the	first	step	 
on your journey to achieving the extraordinary. As part 
of a diverse group of exceptional students and staff 
you’ll be challenged and inspired in equal measure 
to push boundaries and look for new ways to answer 
the big questions. You’ll be warmly welcomed into the 
supportive world of college life where you’ll discover a 
rich	extra-curricular	culture.	This	includes	music,	drama	
and	sports	as	well	as	a	wide	range	of	other	clubs,	
associations and community activities; whatever your 
interests. Whatever new experiences you’re looking  
for,	you’ll	find	your	place	within	the	evocative	
and	historic	surroundings	of	the	city,	county	and	
community that is Durham.

We	find	it	easy	to	be	proud	of	the	extraordinary	people	
we	have	at	Durham.	We	offer	the	inspiration,	they	
achieve the outstanding. We invite you to join them.

Durham University  
Inspiring the extraordinary

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.2 Audience specific narratives

Postgraduate
A globally outstanding centre of teaching and research 
excellence,	a	collegiate	community	of	extraordinary	
people,	a	unique	and	historic	setting	–	Durham	is	a	
university like no other.

We believe that inspiring our people to do outstanding 
things at Durham enables Durham people to do 
outstanding things in the world.

Whether you’re looking to connect with international 
industry	and	business	through	your	work,	or	the	global	
academic	research	community,	as	a	postgraduate	at	
Durham you can expect the freedom and facilities 
to explore what’s important to you. With a mutually 
supportive and diverse group of exceptional peers and 
supervisors,	you’ll	be	both	a	challenger	and	challenged,	
pushing the boundaries of current thinking and research. 
You can also expect the warmest of welcomes into the 
rich extra-curricular culture of our collegiate family.  
And all this within the evocative and historic surroundings 
of	the	city,	county	and	community	that	is	Durham.

We	find	it	easy	to	be	proud	of	the	extraordinary	people	
we	have	at	Durham.	We	offer	the	inspiration,	they	achieve	
the outstanding. We invite you to join them.

Durham University  
Inspiring the extraordinary

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.2 Audience specific narratives

Staff
A globally outstanding centre of teaching and research 
excellence,	a	collegiate	community	of	extraordinary	
people,	a	unique	and	historic	setting	–	Durham	is	a	
university like no other.

We believe that inspiring our people to do outstanding 
things at Durham enables Durham people to do 
outstanding things in the world.

Working at Durham University means being part of 
something extraordinary. You’re helping to create the 
stimulating environment that supports our students in 
becoming the best they can be and inspires the great 
minds and leaders of tomorrow. But that support is not 
just for our students – everyone who works here has the 
opportunity to develop and grow to their full potential. 
Being part of Durham is about more than just the success 
of the University. As we continue to grow we attract 
the most gifted students and staff to our historic and 
evocative part of the world. And we contribute to the 
success	of	the	proud	city,	county	and	community	that	is	
Durham itself. 

We	find	it	easy	to	be	proud	of	the	extraordinary	people	
we	have	at	Durham.	We	offer	the	inspiration,	they	achieve	
the outstanding. We invite you to join them.

Durham University  
Inspiring the extraordinary

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.2 Audience specific narratives

Alumni
A globally outstanding centre of teaching and research 
excellence,	a	collegiate	community	of	extraordinary	
people,	a	unique	and	historic	setting	–	Durham	is	a	
university like no other.

We believe that inspiring our people to do outstanding 
things at Durham enables Durham people to do 
outstanding things in the world.

As	an	alumnus,	you	know	the	value	of	being	Durham	
inspired. That value is demonstrated by your hard-won 
achievements while at Durham and beyond. It lives on 
in the friendships and connections that began here and 
continue	to	endure,	making	you	part	of	a	lifelong	global	
community	of	extraordinary	Durham	people.	So,	while	
your	time	with	us	set	you	on	the	road	to	success,	we’re	
here to continue to support you in continuous learning 
and development. Your successes are an inspiration to 
current	and	prospective	Durham	students,	but	your	 
time	and	support,	whether	for	your	college	or	 
department,	will	help	them	inspire	the	great	minds	 
and leaders of tomorrow.

We	find	it	easy	to	be	proud	of	the	extraordinary	people	
we	have	at	Durham.	We	offer	the	inspiration,	they	achieve	
the outstanding. We invite you to join us in supporting 
their success.

Durham University  
Inspiring the extraordinary

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.2 Audience specific narratives

Business partners and industry
A globally outstanding centre of teaching and research 
excellence,	a	collegiate	community	of	extraordinary	
people,	a	unique	and	historic	setting	–	Durham	is	a	
university like no other. 

We believe that inspiring our people to do outstanding 
things at Durham enables Durham people to do 
outstanding things in the world. 

Whether you need help meeting the complex challenges 
your	organisation	faces,	or	are	looking	to	connect	with	the	
brightest	academic	and	research	minds,	as	a	business	or	
industry partner you can expect the extraordinary. To our 
diverse,	globally	connected	student	community,	original	
thinking and tenacity is second nature. That’s because 
we	recruit	only	the	exceptional,	those	diligent	and	astute	
people. Those who relish the hard work needed to develop 
the	innate	skills	that,	even	now,	mark	them	out	as	leaders	
of the future. 

We	find	it	easy	to	be	proud	of	the	extraordinary	people	
we	have	at	Durham.	We	offer	the	inspiration,	they	achieve	
the outstanding. We invite you to further your success by 
supporting theirs. 

Durham University  
Inspiring the extraordinary

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.2 Audience specific narratives

Academics
A globally outstanding centre of teaching and research 
excellence,	a	collegiate	community	of	extraordinary	
people,	a	unique	and	historic	setting	–	Durham	is	a	
university like no other.

We believe that inspiring our people to do outstanding 
things at Durham enables Durham people to do 
outstanding things in the world.

As	part	of	Durham	University,	you’ll	be	working	with	
exceptional	young	minds,	all	with	the	desire	to	ask,	
and	answer,	the	big	questions.	Access	to	leading	edge	
facilities and an active contributor to the global research 
and university community means you’ll be part of an 
international and diverse network of partners spanning  
the	world’s	best	research	institutions,	organisations	 
and businesses. And all this within the evocative and 
historic	surroundings	of	the	city,	county	and	community	
that is Durham.

We	find	it	easy	to	be	proud	of	the	extraordinary	people	
we	have	at	Durham.	We	offer	the	inspiration,	they	achieve	
the outstanding. We invite you to join them.

Durham University  
Inspiring the extraordinary

Durham University 
April 2019
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2.3 Plain English

Plain English

English	is	not	always	the	first	language	of	
those we are talking to. 

We should use plain English wherever 
possible so that our communications and 
the information we provide is accessible 
to everyone. Our audiences are many 
and varied. We have more technical 
conversations with some than others.  
So,	we	should	aim	to	write	clearly	and	
concisely using everyday language.

Writing in plain English has a few  
golden rules:

•  Write as if you are having a face to  
face conversation with your reader.

•  Don’t refer to Durham University as a 
third person organisation. Wherever 
possible say ‘we’.

•  Use language your reader will 
understand.

•  Use the active voice. ‘David took the  
test’,	not	‘the	test	was	taken	by	David’.

•  Don’t be afraid to use contractions  
like	‘we’re’,	‘we’ve’,	etc.	This	helps	 
create	a	more	personable,	approachable	
writing tone. 

• Avoid using buzzwords and jargon.

•	 	Don’t	use	pompous,	overly	formal	or	
long	words	if	there’s	a	shorter,	more	
human alternative (use ‘buy’ instead 
of	‘purchase’,	‘help’	instead	of	‘assist’,	
‘about’ instead of ‘approximately’ and 
‘like’ instead of ‘such as’).

•  Only use technical terminology where 
you really have to and only once to 
explain the term.

•  Don’t use words that have a different 
meaning in common use from the 
specific	subject	in	which	you	are	writing.	
For	instance,	pizzas	and	post	are	
‘delivered’,	not	abstract	concepts	like	
improvements or priorities. 

•  Keep sentences short – 15-20 words  
is ideal.

• Don’t repeat yourself.

• Avoid tautologies. 

•	 Keep	to	your	subject	–	don’t	waffle.

For more detailed information on good 
writing	style,	see	the	Guardian	and	
Observer style guide:

www.theguardian.com/guardian-observer-
style-guide-a

For a useful list of alternative everyday 
words see the Plain English Campaign’s  
A-Z of alternative words:

www.plainenglish.co.uk/the-a-z-of-
alternative-words.html

Durham University 
April 2019
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3.1 The Durham University logo – logo elements

This is the Durham University  
logo and it is made up of two  
main elements:

– The emblem 
– The wordmark 

The preferred colour for 
reproduction of the logo is  
Purple and Ink.

The logo should always appear 
left aligned on all University 
materials.

The	University	logo	is	a	fixed	
artwork. It must not be altered 
or recreated in any way. The 
Durham University wordmark  
and emblem should always  
retain the relationship shown 
here. Neither the emblem nor 
the wordmark should be used 
independently of the other. 

Logos can be requested  
from the Durham University 
Marketing and Communications 
Department (see contacts  
page) but must only be  
used in conjunction with  
these guidelines.

Wordmark

Emblem

Purple

Pantone® 255 C 
CMYK: 51/91/0/34 
RGB: 104/36/109 
HEX: 68246d

Ink

Pantone® 7546 C 
CMYK: 100/0/0/90 
RGB: 0/42/65 
HEX: 002a41

Durham University 
April 2019
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3.2 The Durham University logo –  
 isolation area and minimum size

Height = X

0.5 X

0.5 X

0.5 X0.5 X

Isolation area

30 mm

Minimum size

Print

Isolation area 

The Durham University logo 
should always be surrounded  
by a minimum area of space.  
The area of isolation ensures  
that	headlines,	text	or	other	
visual elements do not  
encroach on the logo.

The	area	is	defined	by	using	a	
half of the height of the logo 
which is referred to as X.

A margin of clear space 
equivalent to 0.5 X is drawn 
around the logo to create the 
invisible boundary of the area  
of isolation.

For example:  
logo width = 30 mm  
area of isolation = 15 mm  
around all sides of the logo.

This area of separation is 
a minimum and should be 
increased wherever possible.

Minimum size 

The Durham University logo has 
been designed to reproduce at a 
minimum width of 30 mm.

On the web the minimum size of 
the logo is 113 pixels width. There 
is no maximum reproduction size 
of the logo.

Social Media Platforms

When	used	on	social	media,	only	
the crest is used for legibility. 

Durham University 
April 2019
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3.3 The Durham University logo – colour variants

Full colour 

Always try to use the full colour 
version wherever possible. If the 
background is very dark and 
placing the logo would result in 
it being illegible then the white 
logo must be used.

White 

The white logo may be used 
when the full colour logo would 
clash with the background.

Ink 

On materials with minimal 
colour usage the logo should be 
reproduced in the ink colour. 

Black 

For use in extreme circumstances 
such as monochrome printing 
a black version of the logo  
is available.

Full colour

Black

Ink

White

Durham University 
April 2019
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3.4 The Durham University logo – strapline

Inspiring the extraordinary

When used as a strapline 
‘Inspiring the extraordinary’ must 
be used in conjunction with the 
Durham University logo. 

It	can	also	be	used	as	a	headline,	
in which case it would not need 
to be used alongside the logo. 

The strapline has been 
specifically	set	and	therefore	
must not be set in any typeface – 
always use the master artwork.

Logo and strapline lock-up

The logo is to range to the left 
and the strapline to the right of 
the canvas respectively.

The strapline sits on the same 
baseline as ‘Durham’ in the 
wordmark of the logo. The height 
of the strapline is equal to half 
the cap height of ‘Durham’.

Logo and strapline lock-up sizing

Logo and strapline lock-up positioning

The strapline sits on the  
same baseline as ‘Durham’  
in the wordmark of the logo. 
The height of the strapline  
is equal to half the cap  
height of ‘Durham’

The logo ranges 
left to the canvas

The strapline ranges 
right to the canvas

Durham University 
April 2019
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3.5 The Durham University logo – positioning

Logo/strapline positioning 

The preferred application of the 
logo/strapline is to place the 
logo in the top left of any canvas 
and the strapline to the right 
with	equal	spacing	top,	left	and	
right. This will ensure consistency 
and prominence while adhering 
to isolation area guidelines.

These placement rules apply 
to both portrait and landscape 

formats. The logo/strapline can 
also be placed at the bottom 
left and right respectively of any 
canvas if applicable with equal 
spacing	bottom,	left	and	right.

The only exception of this rule 
is when used in moving image 
when	there	is	more	flexibility	
and the logo can be positioned 
centrally to the canvas.

Logo positioning 

If	the	strapline	is	used	as	a	heading,	 
the logo can be placed on its own 
without the strapline. If placing 
at the top of a canvas there must 
be equal spacing top and left and 
if placing on the bottom of any 
canvas ensure there is equal spacing 
bottom and left.

Bottom of canvas

Top of canvas

Equal	spacing	top,	left	and	right	based	on	isolation	area	

Equal	spacing	bottom,	left	and	right	based	on	isolation	area	

Durham University 
April 2019
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3.6 Identification architecture

Faculties,	Departments,	Schools,	
Institutes,	Societies,	and	Groups	
will	always	be	clearly	identified	as	
being part of Durham University.

This will be achieved by 
establishing a visual relationship 
between their names when they 
appear	on	e.g.	signs,	printed	
materials,	badges,	websites,	
presentations and the like.

Shown opposite is an example 
from	each	Faculty,	Department,	
School,	Institute,	Alumni,	or	
Group respectively and every 
part	of	the	University	will	fit	
within	one	of	these	identification	
architecture principles. 

Please contact the Durham 
University Marketing and 
Communications Department 
(see contacts page) for copies of 
these	logos,	or	if	a	new	Faculty,	
Department,	School,	Institute,	
Society,	or	Group	needs	to	be	
created.

Faculty of Science Department of Physics

Business School

Centre for Visual Arts 
and Culture

Institute for Computational 
Cosmology

Faculties

Schools

Research Centre

Departments

Institutes

Student Theatre

Student Groups

Durham University 
April 2019
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Each College has its own logo 
echoing the style of the Durham 
University logo. It consists of the 
College and Durham University 
wordmarks plus the College 
emblem.

Each Durham University College 
logo	is	a	fixed	artwork.	It	must	
not be altered or recreated in 
any way. Neither the emblem nor 
the typography should be used 
independently of the other.

Follow the same rules as the 
Durham University logo when it 
comes	to	colour	variants,	sizing,	
isolation area and positioning.

College logos can be 
downloaded from the brand 
webpages.

3.7 College logos

Durham University 
April 2019
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The Modern-day Tapestry

4.1 The Modern-day Tapestry – elements

The Modern-day Tapestry is the 
primary graphic device within the 
identity. It provides a coherent visual 
look and feel throughout our collateral.

It was inspired by and references 
elements from the Durham University 
emblem. 

It is made up of two segmented 
shapes,	a	square	and	a	quadrant	that	
fit	within	a	flexible	modular	grid.	

These	shapes	can	fit	across	more	 
than one module to add scope and 
visual interest to any design i.e. the 
square can be scaled across two or  
more modules. 

The	quadrant	shape	can	flip.	The	top	
must always be a straight edge. 

These elements can be used to hold 
both photography and colour in 
multiple combinations.

The Modern-day Tapestry can also  
be	applied	in	one	flat	colour	when	 
a simpler execution is required. 

It is important to use the Modern-
day Tapestry elements thoughtfully. 
The elements should be played out 
fully when heroing ‘inspiring the 
extraordinary’	on	key	collateral,	for	
example on covers and key sections of 
printed documents. Where you have a 
lot	of	copy,	use	the	elements	sparingly	
and always aim for a clear information 
hierarchy. This will ensure all collateral 
has	the	right	balance,	pace	and	impact.	
(see applications P51-P74).

Quadrant shape

The quadrant must always have 
a straight edge at the top

Durham University emblem created 
inspiration for the Modern-day Tapestry

Square shape

Durham University 
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4.2 The Modern-day Tapestry – modular grid system

The Modern-day Tapestry modular  
grid works on a 3:4 horizontal ratio  
of squares. 

The Tapestry is constructed of  
locking elements within this grid 
structure. These elements can be  
used to hold both photography  
or colour in multiple combinations.

A border runs around the sides  
of this grid in equal measurements  
left,	right	and	bottom.	On	a	 
210 mm width piece of collateral 
the border would be 6 mm.  
Use this as a general principle  
when calculating borders to 
alternative widths.

All Modern-day Tapestry  
elements must be aligned with 
the modular grid system. This 
ensures consistent and cohesive 
application of our Identity System.

For all digital applications use the 
same modular system which may 
reduce to 3:3 or 3:2 depending on 
digital equity. 

x 4

x 3

The border around 
the sides are equal 

in	measurement	left,	
right and bottom

Durham University 
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4.3.1 The Modern-day Tapestry – use of the modular  
 grid system on front covers (210 mm x 280 mm)
 Standard 3 x 3

Area distinctions

The front cover is split into two  
area distinctions on the modular  
grid system. 

– The Identity Band section 
– The Modern-day Tapestry section 

The Identity Band section 

The top horizontal modular  
strip is reserved for text and  
logos relating to the brochure.  
The Modern-day Tapestry  
must not enter this section.

The Modern-day  
Tapestry section 

This 3 x 3 area of the modular 
grid system forms the area  
where the Tapestry sits within.  
 

The Identity Band section

This area contains:  
– The Durham University logo and strapline 
– Brochure heading 

The Modern-day Tapestry section

This area contains:  
–  3 x 3 modular structure of which the 

Modern-day Tapestry elements fall within

Undergraduate Prospectus 
2019

Durham University 
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4.3.2 The Modern-day Tapestry – use of the modular  
 grid system on front covers (210 mm x 280 mm) 
 Alternative 4 x 4

To	add	flexibility	and	variety	to	 
covers an alternative 4 x 4 modular 
grid system can be used.

Area distinctions

The front cover is split into two  
area distinctions on the modular  
grid system. 

The Identity Band section 

The top horizontal modular  
strip is reserved for text and  
logos relating to the brochure.  
The Modern-day Tapestry  
must not enter this section.

The Modern-day  
Tapestry section 

This 4 x 4 area of the modular 
grid system forms the area  
where the Tapestry sits within.  
It is made up of the square  
and quadrant elements. 

The Modern-day Tapestry section

The height of this section is based on the 
3 x 3 modular grid system on the previous 
page. This area is now divisional by four 
both horizontally and vertically. 

This area contains:  
–  4 x 4 modular structure of which the 

Modern-day Tapestry elements fall within

The Identity Band section

This area contains:  
– The Durham University logo and strapline 
– Brochure heading 

The Durham MBA was rewarding 
both in terms of professional 
development and networking, 
paving the way for me to become 
a business leader of the future."
Xinna King Lee

Undergraduate Prospectus 
2019

Durham University 
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4.3.3 The Modern-day Tapestry – use of the modular  
 grid system on front covers (210 mm x 280 mm) 
 Cover layout examples

All of the Modern-day Tapestry 
elements must be aligned using the 
grid system. Some examples of how  
to place elements are shown below.

3 x 3 modular grid system

4 x 4 modular grid system

The modular grid system is both 
flexible	and	easy	to	follow.	You	can 
use it to create a variety of layouts.

Durham University 
April 2019
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4.4.1 The Modern-day Tapestry – use of the modular  
 grid system on spreads (210 mm x 280 mm)

Double page spreads work on the 
same 3:4 horizontal ratio modular  
grid system as the front cover.

The inner margins can be double  
that of the border to allow for spine 
allowance when perfect binding.

Any Modern-day Tapestry element  
can be placed on the modular grid  
to	either	hold	an	image,	flat	colour	
and/or text. 

They can be used to a greater 
degree on introduction or 
statistical pages. With copy heavy 
spreads use the Modern-day 
Tapestry elements sparingly.

All Modern-day Tapestry  
elements and text must be  
aligned with the modular grid. This 
ensures consistent and cohesive 
application of our Identity System.

x 4

x 3 x 3

Durham University 
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4.4.2 The Modern-day Tapestry – use of the modular  
 grid system on spreads (210 mm x 280 mm)

Maximum use of the Modern-day Tapestry

Minimum use of the Modern-day Tapestry

Durham University 
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4.5.1 The Modern-day Tapestry – extension of the  
 modular grid system (alternative formats)

Choose the grid to suit  
the format 

The	grid	system	is	flexible	so	that	
it can work across many formats 
and shapes. Formats that cannot 
accommodate our 3:4 horizontal  
ratio modular grid system can  
extend	left,	right	or	upwards	as 

The modular grid  
system can extend to the 

right to accommodate 
alternative canvas sizes

The modular grid system 
can extend upwards 
to accommodate 
alternative canvas sizes

The modular grid system 
can extend to the 
left to accommodate 
alternative canvas sizes

If the modular grid system 
is extended then remember 
to include a border in equal 
measurements	around	the	left,	
right and bottom. 

appropriate (see examples on  
the next page). 

To create the size of square use 
the width of the canvas as a basis. 
Divide	them	equally	into	3,	this	
will give you the size of square 
to use vertically.  

Durham University 
April 2019
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4.5.2 The Modern-day Tapestry – extension of the  
 modular grid system (alternative formats)

Extension example 

The Institute exhibition banner 
example below illustrates how  
the modular grid system can be  
extended upwards to allow for  
both area distinctions.

The exhibition banner works  
to a 3:7 horizontal ratio and the 
Modern-day Tapestry section  
is 5 modules high. 

x 3

x 7

x 5

3 x 7 modular grid system
Modern-day Tapestry working  
to a 3 x 7 modular grid system

Durham University 
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4.6 The Modern-day Tapestry – as a graphic

The Modern-day Tapestry can 
be used when imagery is not 
appropriate. For example as a 
graphic frieze. 

It has been created for instances 
where photography is not 
required to be contained within it. 
For example if it is being applied 
to a full bleed image.

The sizing for this would be  
8:11 grid with a 6mm boarder. 

When using as a transparency 
over an image the tint value must 
always be 90% of the respective 
primary colour.

The Modern-day Tapestry 
elements can be used in a more 
playful way to highlight copy.

The Modern-day Tapestry can also 
be	used	as	a	flat	colour	graphic	
that can be placed on an image  
or used independently.

Durham University 
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5.1 The colour palette

The primary colours were inspired 
by the original Durham University 
heraldic crest.

The palette includes colours that 
are	both	vibrant	and	confident	
as well as those that are more 
composed and considered – 
allowing you to select colours  
to suit the application. 

Adherence to the colour palette 
will help to provide cohesion 
across	materials,	making	them	
instantly recognisable.

Percentage tints can only be 
used for charts and graphs 
and only in any of the primary 
colours. Secondary colours  
can only be used as solids. 

Note that CMYK should be used 
for print and RGB is to be used 
for digital.

Ink

This colour is only to be used  
for type and not for solid areas 
or graphics. 

Ink Pantone® 7546 C C100 M0 Y0 K90* R0 G42 B65   HEX 002A41

Black Pantone®  Black C C0 M0 Y0 K95 R51 G49 B50   HEX 333132

Heather  Pantone® 5155 C C20 M35 Y20 K0 R203 G168 B177   HEX CBA8B1

Purple Pantone® 255 C C51 M91 Y0 K34 R104 G36 B109   HEX 68246D

Stone Pantone® 615 C C15 M15 Y40 K0 R218 G205 B162   HEX DACDA2

Yellow Pantone® 7548 C C0 M15 Y87 K0 R255 G213 B58   HEX FFD53A

Sky Pantone® 543 C C35 M10 Y15 K0 R165 G200 B208   HEX A5C8D0

Cyan Pantone® Pro Blue C C100 M0 Y0 K0 R0 G174 B239   HEX 00AEEF

Cedar Pantone® 435 C C30 M30 Y30 K0 R182 G170 B167   HEX B6AAA7

Red Pantone® 187 C C15 M100 Y90 K10 R190 G30 B45   HEX BE1E2D

Concrete  Pantone® 429 C C31 M18 Y30 K0 R179 G189 B177    HEX B3BDB1

Gold Pantone® 10108 C C34 M25 Y75 K0 R175 G169 B97   HEX AFA961

Primary colours

Secondary colours

Type colours

Durham University 
April 2019

Ink vs 95% Black 
For print work where the type is set at 7pt or above the 
Ink colour must be used. If a document has type below  
7pt within it then 95% Black is to be used throughout. For 
digital	platforms	the	type	colour	is	pre-set,	predominantly	
black on white background.

*Ink CMYK 
 The CMYK value for Ink has been adjusted for better  
 print registration and colour match. 

White 
In	some	instances,	white	can	be	used	as	a	type	colour	
for	headings,	sub-headings	and	within	the	tapestry	
shapes	to	highlight	facts,	figures,	quotes,	etc.	If	using	
white	text,	you	must	ensure	there	is	sufficient	contrast	
against the background colour.
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5.2.1 How to apply colour – Solid

As	a	general	rule,	please	try	to	
avoid using too many colours 
together. Materials appear more 
modern,	stylish	and	professional	
when colour is used carefully  
and tastefully.

Always balance the use of colour 
with white or clear space as 
this again contributes positively 
to a quality and professional 
appearance. 

Primary colours

The primary colours are intended 
to be used in small amounts of 
canvas space. Never use them 
for large full bleed background 
areas such as a single or double 
page spread of a brochure. They 
can be used for headline or sub 
headlines in body copy. Use 
them	to	fill	segments	within	the	
Modern-day Tapestry in amongst 
accompanying photography. 

The Ink colour is used for all 
body copy. 

Secondary colours

The wider colour palette will 
provide	flexibility.	

The secondary colours can be 
used for smaller sections as well 
as large areas of background 
colour on which the primary 
colours can be used; for example 
headlines and body copy. 

These colours should not be 
used	to	fill	segments	within	the	
Modern-day Tapestry.

Use secondary 
colours for large  
areas of colour

Use primary colours for  
small segments of colour

Use the Ink colour  
for main body copy

Durham University 
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5.2.2 How to apply colour – Transparency

Print and digital

When the Modern-day Tapestry 
is applied over an image as a tint 
it must always be used at a value 
of 90% for both print and digital 
application.

Only primary colours can be 
used as a tint over an image.

Durham University 
April 2019

90% tint of Yellow

90% tint of Gold

90% tint of Gold

Print

Digital
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6.1 Our brand typeface

Professionally produced 
materials 

For all professionally produced 
materials,	Gotham	must	be	used.	
Gotham has a full family of varying 
weights and styles which can be 
employed tactically to convey 
personality,	focus	attention	and	
add impact to headlines. Its 
uncomplicated,	straightforward	
structure makes it ideal for both 
body copy and larger formats.

You may use any of the available 
weights accordingly to create the 
correct emphasis.

Italic and Oblique variants should 
only be used for highlighting 
quotes or titles.

For	headlines	or	displays,	the	fonts	
can utilise reduced or increased 
kerning (letter-spacing) or leading 
(line-spacing) to achieve a desired 
effect or style. Kerning should 
never	be	below	-30	or	exceed	+50,	
as a general rule of legibility.

Gotham Book 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 

Gotham Book Italic 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 

Gotham Medium 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 

Gotham Medium Italic 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 

Gotham Bold 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 

Gotham Bold Italic 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 

Gotham Black 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*()

Gotham

Durham University 
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6.2 Desktop typeface

Internally generated materials 

For all documents and 
publications produced from 
within	the	Faculties,	Departments,	
Schools,	Institutes,	Societies,	or	
Groups,	the	Arial	typeface	should	
be used. 

We use Arial as our default 
typeface when Gotham cannot be 
used for technical reasons. 

It is also readily available and  
pre-installed on most systems. 

Please do not use Gotham for 
internally generated materials.

Arial Regular 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 
Arial Italic 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 
Arial Bold 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 
Arial Bold Italic 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().

Arial

Durham University 
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6.3 Web typeface

Website

For web we use Open Sans as our 
typeface.	Its	clear,	contemporary	
design makes it highly legible and 
web safe. It is also readily available 
and pre-installed on most systems.

Open Sans was chosen as it has 
similar characteristics to Gotham. 

We use two weights of Open Sans 
as a substitute for Gotham.

Open Sans Regular 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 
Open Sans Italic 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 
Open Sans Bold 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().
 
Open Sans Bold Italic 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890!@£$%^&*().

Open Sans

Durham University 
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6.4 Styling type overview

Heading

Highlighted copy

Statistical 
information

Pull-out quotes

Introduction copy

Sub-headings

Body copy

Body copy

The Durham University identity is 
defined	by	a	strong	typographic	
style. It maintains a distinctive 
look and feel across all platforms.

Consider	the	text	hierarchy,	 
line spacing and letter  
spacing carefully.

Durham University 
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6.5 Typographic principles

Arrangement of text

Durham University typography is 
always ranged left. This provides the 
eye with a constant starting point for 
each	line,	making	text	easier	to	read.

Use sentence case and never set 
sentences solely in capitals.

Line spacing

Line spacing has a major effect 
on legibility. It should be carefully 
considered.

Letter spacing

When	using	larger	text,	attention	
should be paid to letter spacing  
as Gotham is an open typeface. 

Typographic hierarchy

When a variety of type sizes and 
weights	are	used,	the	differences	
between them must be clearly 
recognisable. The contrast creates 
clear,	strong	and	consistent	designs.

Durham University 
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6.6 Styling professional type

Department of Archaeology
One of the most exciting and  
varied subjects to study and one 
of the best places to study it.

Archaeology covers everything from the Palaeolithic 
to	the	post-medieval,	from	Iceland	to	India,	from	
architecture	to	ancient	DNA,	helping	us	to	address	
some of the most fundamental questions about 
who we are. Archaeology changes constantly with 
new discoveries and the development of innovative 
research. Our degrees allow you to combine practical 
hands-on work with traditional academic study. You 
will	take	part	in	fieldwork,	on	real	excavations	and	
finds,	and	learn	about	historic	buildings,	scientific	
methods,	archaeological	theories,	computer	
techniques and how they all help us to understand 
the	past.	Our	staff	are	leaders	in	their	fields,	we	have	
professional links with historic organisations and our 
graduates are highly employable.

Underpinned by world-class research  
Research underpinned of archaeology at Durham University  
through	excavation	and	fieldwork.	You	may	have	the	opportunity	 
to be involved in a variety of research-led education projects.  
For	example,	at	the	University’s	Botanic	Gardens,	experimental	 
Archaeo-Botany includes crop-growing and wood-burning 
for	comparative	purposes,	coppicing	and	other	environmental	
experiments that feature in undergraduate practical work.

of our subjects are ranked in 
the top 10 nationally in The 
Complete University Guide.

90%

Heading 
Gotham Medium

Introduction 
Gotham Medium

Introduction body copy 
Gotham Book

Body copy 
Gotham Book

Pull-out statistics 
Gotham Medium

Captions 
Gotham Book

Durham University 
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6.7 Accessibility

The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 
requires that the University as a service 
provider takes reasonable steps to ensure 
that all printed material and marketing 
activities are accessible to people with 
disabilities.

These guidelines have been prepared 
considering best practice. Typefaces have 
been chosen for their legibility and grids 
provided to ensure uncluttered design. 
Suggestions have been made to help 
determine	sufficient	contrast	between	 
type and backgrounds and are also 
reflected	in	the	guidance	on	photography.

Some documents may need to be made 
available in plain text formats.

Should you have any concerns when 
designing your document or if you 
would like it checked at any stage in its 
production,	please	contact	the	Durham	
University Marketing and Communications 
Department (see contacts page).

Durham University 
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7.1 Criteria for selection

Images are a key element of the identity 
framework.

They are invaluable in showing the 
University’s people and assets and helping 
communicate our key messages.

When commissioning or selecting images 
always ensure the following:

Use a strong focal point. Think about 
what is the hero of an image and ensure 
this is the main focus with the rest of the 
image	dropping	out	of	focus,	this	will	draw	
the viewer’s attention to that particular 
element.

Imagery should be natural and 
spontaneous,	never	posed,	capturing	a	
moment in time.

Consider	composition,	from	close	up	to	the	
cropping of an image can all help create 
interest.

When featuring people consider a mixture 
of	age,	gender	and	race.

Remember a photograph can only tell part 
of	a	story,	so	don’t	try	and	pack	too	much	
in,	keep	it	simple.

Note:

When using pictures of people who can be 
recognised you must have their permission 
and a release form signed (available 
from the Marketing and Communications 
Department). 

Originals	of	all	images	(as	film	or	data	files)	
which have been taken for the University 
should be shared with the Marketing and 
Communications Department for inclusion 
in the photo library.

Durham University 
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7.2 Photography principles

Teaching

–  Teaching and learning situations should be  
portrayed as exciting and enlightening. 

–  Avoid photographs of large lecture theatres 
and entire classrooms full of people. 

–  Concentrate on individuals or small groups  
of staff/students at a time. 

Research

–		Close-ups	can	be	more	abstract,	increasing	
interest and intrigue. 

–		Images	should	be	an	introduction	or	a	hint,	
not tell the ‘full story’. 

–  Close-ups and off-balance composition will 
help the image to appear more creative. 

–  You can show research in action by 
including people in the images.

Student experience

–  Do not try to tell the whole story within one 
photograph.

–  Avoid images which look like stock 
photography with set-up poses and scenery. 

–  Ensure the images are clean and simple with 
an interesting focal point.

Sense of place

–  Use unique historic settings or modern 
aspects of the University’s buildings. 

–  Avoid eye-level pictures that try to show 
complete structures. 

–  Use details and angles to create intrigue  
and drama. 

–  Consider whether the building would be 
better illuminated and photographed at night

–  Avoid empty or messy situations  
and untidy rooms.

Durham University 
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7.3 How to apply imagery – primary use

Modern-day Tapestry

The primary use of photography 
is within the Modern-day Tapestry. 
Images are contained within  
segments of the grid arrangement  
(see pages 22-32). 

Try to use at least one image  
from each of the photographic 
principles,	i.e.	Teaching,	 
Research,	Student	experience	 
and Sense of place.

Do not place imagery in every  
segment of the Modern-day  
Tapestry; intersperse with  
segments	of	flat	colour	from	 
the colour palette.

Student  
experience  

image Research image

Sense of  
place image

Teaching image

Teaching image

Research image

Durham University 
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7.3 How to apply imagery – secondary use

Full bleed application

Imagery does not always have to  
be contained within the Modern-day 
Tapestry or segmented shapes taken 
from it.

See page 32 for guidance on this.

The secondary use of photography 
is as a full bleed canvas image such 
as a magazine front cover. Use this 
secondary application when it is 
appropriate to hero the subject 
matter,	be	it	on	a	cover	or	within	 
a document.

Secondary image use on 
magazine front covers

Durham University 
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8.1 Icons

The	icons	are	used	as	identifiers	
to	illustrate	a	particular	point,	
section or theme. Icons should 
be used sparingly and relate 
directly to the appropriate 
subject matter. The style is  
single	line	icons,	aiming	to	
be as simple as possible yet 
fundamentally recognisable. 
They feature a mixture of  
curved and angled corners to 
reflect	the	University	logo.

The icons can be used as part  
of a group or individually.

The icons can appear in any  
of the primary colours.

Icons can be requested from  
the Durham University 
Marketing and Communications 
Department (see contacts 
page) but must only be used 
in conjunction with these 
guidelines.

Durham University 
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9.1 Advertising

Durham University 
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9.1 Advertising
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9.2 Prospectus
 Cover
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9.2 Prospectus
 Spread – Welcome to Durham, University facts
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9.2 Prospectus
 Spread – Department and Course information
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9.2 Prospectus
 Spread – College information
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9.2 Prospectus
 Spread – College information
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9.3 Department/School brochure covers
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9.4 Dunelm magazine covers
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9.5 Institute exhibition stand
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9.6 Drama group poster
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9.7 Environment – wall graphic
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9.7 Environment – glass vinyl 
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9.8 Website homepage
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9.8 Website homepage – mobile device
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9.9 Twitter banner
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9.10 Facebook banner
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9.11 Student profile app
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9.12 Open Day digital banners
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9.13 Open Day app
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9.14 Open Day exhibition stand
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9.15 Merchandise
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9.16 Video sting

The sting can be used at the 
beginning or end of the video 
and	it	lasts	five	seconds.

The logo will fade in when  
the blocks have fully covered  
the screen. 
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Contacts

Marketing and Communications

T: +44 (0) 191 334 4883
E: marketing.team@durham.ac.uk


